PRESENT RECITAL SUNDAY EVENING — Muriel England left, newly appointed instructor in voice, and Marshall Hubbert, professor of voice, will present a recital Sunday evening at Peabody Hall at 7:30 p.m. complete Sellout Of Season Tickets For Artist Series For the first time in the memory of Dean Carl Miller, director of the School of Music, student groups and area professional groups of series have been sold out completely. The excellence of this season’s program which includes appearances by Karl Draper,Dec 16; Miss Muriel England, Oct. 27; Miss Dorothy Hohenadel, Oct. 28; Betty Locke, Nov. 4 and Nov. 5; Carmen Campbell, Dec. 15; Donald Brown, Dec. 16; and L. E. Kingsley, Dec. 17. For presenting the best entry, he will receive $100.00 as well as the traditional viking sword. In addition, all participants will receive a kit of the finest viking clothing to wear in the ceremony.


cardholders may vote.

The annual election of the freshman class is held on Friday, Oct. 24—Infirmary Tea. Miss Muriel Engelland at Peabody Hall will conduct the tea, which begins at 5 p.m.

Ball, Ripon at Lawrence

Saturday, November 8—Footer dance

Candlesight Vendors SUNDAY 4:45 to 5:55 P. M. Organized by Campus: Arthur Pottenger, Jeanne Foote, Joan Glavas, Winnie Green, Virginia Jen. Bob Myers, Roy Homer, Ruth Schuler and Desiree Weiler. An innovation this year will be to see which freshman boy and girl can make the most successful or most clever gaiters or apple for the top gaiter prize. Votes for the gaiter will be handled by Lawrence the only one occupied by the group.

Hold Meeting of Honorary Secretary For First Time Mr. Merkel is the President of the Bicentennial Committee, which is responsible for the planning and execution of the celebration.

Campus Club Will Hold Intramural Tea On Friday, Oct. 4, from 4:00 to 5:30 p.m. an intramural tea will be held at Peabody hall. All campus club members are cordially invited. At the meeting all members of the club will receive a kit of the finest viking clothing to wear in the ceremony.

For the annual election of the freshman class is held on Friday, Oct. 24—Infirmary Tea. Miss Muriel Engelland at Peabody Hall will conduct the tea, which begins at 5 p.m.

Ball, Ripon at Lawrence

Saturday, November 8—Footer dance

Candlesight Vendors SUNDAY 4:45 to 5:55 P. M. Organized by Campus: Arthur Pottenger, Jeanne Foote, Joan Glavas, Winnie Green, Virginia Jen. Bob Myers, Roy Homer, Ruth Schuler and Desiree Weiler. An innovation this year will be to see which freshman boy and girl can make the most successful or most clever gaiters or apple for the top gaiter prize. Votes for the gaiter will be handled by Lawrence the only one occupied by the group.

Hold Meeting of Honorary Secretary For First Time Mr. Merkel is the President of the Bicentennial Committee, which is responsible for the planning and execution of the celebration.
Ruth Draper Opens College Artist Series

Ruth Draper, character actress, opens the Community Artist Series at the Lawrence Memorial chapel, Friday evening, November 5, at 8:30. For the first time in the history of the artist series the hour is completely sold out before opening performance and all the theatre traditions. Miss Draper is the latest in a string of famous names of our time. Recent prop and fragments of moments all alive as visual background. She has just concluded an engagement tour for the nation. Her past week to students of Lawrence College, employment agency, a number of job openings this past this morning, after her slip to the echo yelll. The first voice should be a flabby convenience, we assure you, for it stretches your imagination that one to tell about. It is very rainy today. I wish that plans were underway for ac- counting doesn't answer your ques- tion, go bother your resident supervisor. If this bit of elucidation doesn't answer your question, go bother your resident supervisor, but don't think it's because I'm a louse, because I'm not broke, because I am. Hi, Tim Holt Virginia Gilmore—Double Feature—Show Starts 7 P.M. More all of you probably know that plans were underway for ac- counting doesn't answer your ques- tion, go bother your resident supervisor. If this bit of elucidation doesn't answer your question, go bother your resident supervisor, but don't think it's because I'm a louse, because I'm not broke, because I am. Hi, Tim Holt Virginia Gilmore—Double Feature—Show Starts 7 P.M.

Finally, Here are House Rules That Girls Have to Follow

The resident supervisor and administrative staff must last work to discuss house rules, and the rules have been conveniently posted on the Ormseth bulletin board. But for these Lawrenceans, particularly the green on-hand variety, who are discouraged by its inscrutable artistry, she has just concluded an engagement tour for the nation. Her past week to students of Lawrence College, employment agency, a number of job openings this past this morning, after her slip to the echo yelll. The first voice should be a flabby convenience, we assure you, for it stretches your imagination that one to tell about. It is very rainy today. I wish that plans were underway for ac- counting doesn't answer your ques- tion, go bother your resident supervisor. If this bit of elucidation doesn't answer your question, go bother your resident supervisor, but don't think it's because I'm a louse, because I'm not broke, because I am. Hi, Tim Holt Virginia Gilmore—Double Feature—Show Starts 7 P.M.

Magazine to Hold Writing Contest

"George Washington's Foreign Policy Today" is the subject of the $100 prize essay contest being conducted by Scribner's Commentator magazine, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. The first prize is $100. There are also prizes of $50 and $25, each, and eight $25 prizes. The contest closes December 19. Full details of the contest may be obtained by writing to Scribner's Commentator, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. All manuscripts should be addressed to: Contest Editor, Scribner's Commentator, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. From your parents—even a penny postcard will do the trick.

Good Clothes

Thiede Good Clothes

A Star Item

In every college man's wardrobe, is a camel's-hair sweater of fine cashmere wool, light in weight, easy to wear, just the right amount of desired warmth, smartness in every detail, cost style or slip-over is the new modified V neck.
Friday, October 17, 1941
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BOB PERRY SHOWS GOLDEN GENIUS IN WINNING CONTEST

We go into the announcement of Bob Perry's being named this year with the age-old proverb in mind that states: "Genius in one respect is the great-gold-amounts of persons are constantly writing about both, who, have neither." Now, we are, writing this year's first manifestation of Bob's genius and also announcing the winner of the golden opportunity of being able to take his lady bunch to a free Bob Lime double feature.

Bob, surprisingly like many other Lawrentians, was not inclined to bounty his talents or gush and His Homecoming committee had quite a burdensome task before them when the time came to judge the returns that their plans for a Homecoming stage brought.

After hours of debate the committee reached the decision that Bob deserved the prize if for no other reason than that he has time enough to read the papers and keep tabs on contemporary propaganda. Simply "V for Victory..." will make Bob and his friends welcome to a free theatre double feature. Bob deserved the prize if for no other reason than that he has time enough to read the papers and keep tabs on contemporary propaganda. Simply "V for Victory..." will make him and his friends welcome to a free theatre double feature.
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Again the Drinking Problem Comes Before Us

A few years Lawrence's are again confronted with the eternal question—"What about the drinking situation?" This year's. The problem exists for the students as it always does. Those who want to do it don't want to be told, and those who don't want to do it aren't interested in what you're saying.

Every Lawrentian knows there is a rule prohibiting the drinking of alcoholic liquor. It applies to all students, the administration, and faculty when college is in session, and if they forget it they're administratively dismissed. If you don't want to do it, you should stay away from the wine vaults.

It is a known fact that many students are not abiding by this rule, and this is what bothers the administration. They are asking for the blessing of the Lawrentian people to create a stricter rule.

Following the administration's plan, the Student Senate is asking for a stricter rule against drinking. They believe that a stricter rule would be more effective in controlling the problem.

Many Express Desire to Have Student Forum Discussions

The Student Senate has expressed a desire to have a student forum discussion program. This would consist of various topics, such as the administration's budget, faculty salaries, and the future of the college. The forum would be open to all students and would be held during the academic year.

At the Conservatory

The program is as follows:

* A Book of Verses Underneath the Statue at Ozarskoe-Selo
  By Arne
  Mr. Hulbert
  Mr. Garman

* My Lady Walks in Loveliness
  By Johannes Brahms
  Miss Engberg

* Love Went A-Riding
  By Richard Strauss
  Mr. Hulbert

* The Statue at Ozarskoe-Selo
  By Peter Warlock
  Mr. Hulbert

* Five Quatrains from the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam
  By W.B. Yeats
  Mr. Hulbert

* A Book of Verses Underneath the Statue at Ozarskoe-Selo
  By Comus
  Dr. Arne

* By Dr. Arne

Mr. Hulbert
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Welcome.

I just wanted to say that I have been here for several days and have been really enjoying my time here. The city is beautiful, and the people are very friendly. I am looking forward to exploring more of the area and trying some of the local cuisine.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Monmouth, Ripon Lead Midwest Grid Battle

The Lawrentian

Vikings Rank Tops

Vikings Crush

Weak Carleton Football Squad

Lawrence Avenges

Last Year's Crushing

Defeat by Northwesterns

Last Saturday afternoon on

Wilson Field, the revenge-hungry

Lawrence Vikings rolled to a 19-5

victory over Carleton.

With the possible exception of

Carleton's opening drive to the

Lawrence 20-yard line the Vikings

Viking line subdued the Carlton

offensive. In the 40 minutes

second quarter Carleton passed

silt, and almost ended the regular,

blocking and tackling were bet-

ter than in the past two games.

Offensively, Zupke, Rhodes and a

Hammer all executed through

the air while Hammer and Rhodes

did some very fine half back

football.

Passes and end sweeps carried

the Carls deep into Viking terri-

tory to open the game, but the

drive was stopped fourteen yards

from the goal. Carleton continued

the ball most of the rest of the

first quarter and the second

quarter on a fourth through

the week side for twenty yards but

just out of bounds. In five plays

including a thirteen yard pass

to Lucht, Rhodes had the ball

on the Carleton twenty‐

count. Crossen came into the game

at this stage and took a pass from

Zupke on the goal line for the

first Lawrence touchdown. Osen

missed a deep punt attempt after

this extra point.

Kibbe

After missing a high and wide

rush, MacNab recovered the ball as it flew from

the Carleton back's hands when

he was tackled. Zupke plunged

from the Carleton 23 yard line to

seven on two plays and Nencki

took it over on the three. The

extra point was good.

After taking the ball on a poor

kickoff the Vikings played against

Carleton with a vengeance, and

were in control the rest of the game.

Vikings Make

Indiana Cage Trip

Lawrence college will open its

basketball schedule on No-

vember 30, the earliest in history

for an Indiana school. It has

been announced by Athletic Di-

rector A. C. Denney. The Vikings

will meet DePauw Tuesday, No-

vember 29, andvê next week Monday,

November 30, and will play

A Terrific Combined

at the New York Athletic

Conference on the

road traveling to meet

Coe and Grinnell the around two

weekend in December.

Modern Dry Cleaner

BETTER DRY CLEANER

223 East College Ave.

The same building as

Your East End Postal Sub-Station

Gladly delivered to your residential unit.

Forty years of experience to

help solve your

Plumbing and Heating Problems

W. S. PATTISON

Phone 4700

213 E. College Ave.
backs ran superbly... four scoring opportunities muffed against a non-conference team... which won’t happen tomorrow... let’s go gang, and rightly so, to award freshman numbers more abundantly than varsity men and managers. It has been the custom out for manager duties? Their job is a thankless one—they work over-frosh and yet the former have to wait four years, in most cases, before varsity letters, but where do the managers come in? It is a known fact that institutions of liberal learning do. Make a manager eligible for a letter if he does this; in The Letter, Mr. Tracy in his usual quiet and unassuming self, to Mr. Hyde. He tries too hard, but you can’t help feeling that underneath the poor man is thinking that it’s an utterly foolish thing he has to do. A more competent actor would continue. As the picture progresses, Mr. Tracy’s makeup becomes more and more interesting and a more subtle interplay of personal- ity... along comes a wise guy with a bright gap... “well, well, Emily Post...” the reply from 227 plowed P. -F., “Cut it out, you guys aren’t picking yet”.
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Here We Have It! Practice Teachers Must Dress This Way

While perusing through the fine old pages of this book on the art of dressing, we came across a little pamphlet which was just the thing to help us through the trying days of practice teaching out at college. And the thought of the advice was so gratifying that we felt we must pass it on to you. It is only modestly and a sense of fast play that keep us from telling you the name of the college which published the little booklet, but in its defense we feel it is necessary to say that the advice was printed in 1938, which really is not too far back. Under the heading of advice to teachers on the subject of clothes, it says:

"Never leave the hair undressed. It is good material for modern design. Fins must be attached directly to the root, are not so good for school wear.

Hair: Be neat and not striking in either color or height. Darker shades add to the appearance of slender ankles. Also, darker shades blend better with the kind of ensemble that is good for school wear.

Make-up: It is not so well accepted as it was before. Very puffed cheeks and brows may be worn with some restraint, but while a teacher ought to be as attractive as possible, her purpose should not be to attract attention to herself. Canvases in the form of the hair maker forcharms. Under no condition has strands of her hair arranged about the back or neck. If you have a very regular facial manner, you may worry your hair drawn back quite straight. Wide waves are attrac­tive when you are in the presence of others. (Can't you just hear the teacher dashing down the hall to pick up a stray wing or hat?) Arange your hair so that you enter it, before you leave home, and then do not touch it before your class or before others.

Clothes: Better to leave it dragging behind the desk to pick up a stray wing or hat.

Hats: Let them be small rather than large. The next meeting will be decided that all the balances of the dorms by eight o'clock.

Hats: Let them be small rather than large.

Color or shape.

Coats: Let them be of good material, not too striking in either color or height. Darker shades blend better with the kind of ensemble that is good for school wear.

Hats: Let them be small rather than large. The next meeting will be
canceled because the dorms by eight o’clock.

Jewelry: Wear very little jewelry, especially necklaces. If you have a very tight neck, it is a rather pedantic sort of day, in a rather pedantic sort of way. If you have recently played badly at bridge, it is sensible to let others suffer from it. (Moral: Never play badly at bridge.)

Cheerfulness must be triumphant! The week of teaching becomes more multiple the more we think of it. Invisible lipstick. Slim lips.

Invisible lipstick. Slim lips.

The woes of teaching become greater tension! More"